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Lady Mechanika Volume 1: Mystery Of The Mechanical Corpse
After suffering a tragic loss, Lady Mechanika finds solace in a remote Mexican village where the locals share with her their D’a de los Muertos traditions. But tragedy strikes again when the festivities are interrupted by the bloodthirsty Jinetes del Infierno. How can one mortal woman hope to
stop the fabled Infernal Riders and their unholy reign of terror over the Mexican countryside? And will the fight for peace end up costing Lady Mechanika her own tortured soul? This volume collects the complete Lady Mechanika Day of the Dead special mini-series, plus a gorgeous cover art
gallery.
The tabloid dubbed her "Lady Mechanika", the sole survivor of a mad scientist's horrific experiments which left her with mechanical limbs. Having no memory of her captivity or her former life, Lady Mechanika eventually built a new life for herself as an adventurer and private investigator,
using her unique abilities to solve case the proper authorities couldn't or wouldn't handle. But she never stopped searching for the answers to her own past.
David Smith is giving his life for his art—literally. Thanks to a deal with Death, the young sculptor gets his childhood wish: to sculpt anything he can imagine with his bare hands. But now that he only has 200 days to live, deciding what to create is harder than he thought, and discovering
the love of his life at the 11th hour isn't making it any easier! This is a story of desire taken to the edge of reason and beyond; of the frantic, clumsy dance steps of young love; and a gorgeous, street-level portrait of the world's greatest city. It's about the small, warm, human moments
of everyday life...and the great surging forces that lie just under the surface. Scott McCloud wrote the book on how comics work; now he vaults into great fiction with a breathtaking, funny, and unforgettable new work.
A pair of sisters seek payback on a supervillain syndicate - but all is not as it seems! Combining action, engaging characters, and a unique concept involving high-tech illusions, noted writer Paul Dini has crafted a compelling tale of mystery, revenge, and deception. Madame Mirage features
stunning artwork by Top Cow's latest find, Kenneth Rocafort.
The Color of Bee Larkham's Murder
Madame Mirage
Lady Mechanika Oversized HC Vol 4
Lady Mechanika Vol. 1
Cyber Force: Rebirth Vol. 1
An unexpected guest appears one night and perplexes the family with its strange habits
COLLECTING THE RETURN TOP COW'S TOP-SELLING SERIES Carin Taylor, codenamed Velocity, has escaped from the CDI controlled Millennium City and is desperately trying to find the one man she believes can help her prevent the end of the world. When she runs a group of other CDI escapees, will they
help her... or turn their backs? Top Cow founder MARC SILVESTRI (THE DARKNESS, Incredible Hulk) returns to his first Image series to bring you a contemporary re-imagining rooted in cutting-edge, real world technology! Collects CYBERFORCE #1-5.
In Critical Role: Vox Machina, travels far and wide... But which ones are just colorful flights of fancy, and which are actually true? Gather 'round as several of these tall tales are told, each more far-fetched than the last. Writer Jody Houser (Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins II, Stranger
Things), artist Hunter Bonyun, and colorist Stephan McGowan bring the Critical Role story to life. Then get an introduction to the world of Neil Gaiman's Norse Mythology, a new comic series adapted by award-winning comics writer and artist P. Craig Russell (American Gods, Only the End of the
World Again) with colors by Lovern Kindzierski (Shame, Necromantic) and letters by Galen Showman (The Graveyard Book, Murder Mysteries).
OVERSIZED HARDCOVER (7.25" x10.875") A newly remastered edition of thesteampunk adventure series' first volume, featuring a revised script andupdated lettering, in an oversized hardcover format. In a Victorian worldfilled with flying dirigibles and clockwork automatons, a young woman
searchesdesperately for the secrets to her past - a past that left her withextraordinary, but unnatural, mechanical limbs. Collects LADY MECHANIKA #0-5
Free Comic Book Day 2020 (General)
The Secret Lives of Driven Kids
Lady Mechanika Volume 1
Lady Mechanika: The Monster Of The Ministry Of Hell #2 (Of 4)
Wraithborn (Benitez Edition)
In an overheated Beijing, researcher Elijah Ahmed and activist Xiang Kaifei must confront hard truths if there is any hope for themselves or the dragons they love. Cover art by Wang Xulin.
Collects two Lady Mechanika mini-series in one special oversized format! In La Belle Dame Sans Merci, Lady Mechanika must set aside the investigation into her past when her associate Mr. Lewis becomes enamored with a beautiful and enigmatic young widow, whose own past seems disturbingly linked to the untimely deaths
of several creative geniuses. Will Mr. Lewis be next? And in La Dama De La Muerte, the mechanical huntress journeys to Mexico for a Dia de los Muertos celebration, but tragedy strikes when the festivities are interrupted by the bloodthirsty Jinetes del Infierno. How can one mortal woman hope to stop the fabled
Infernal Riders and their unholy reign of terror?
A newly remastered edition of the steampunk adventureseries' first volume, featuring a revised script and updated lettering. In a Victorian world filled with flying dirigibles and clockwork automatons, ayoung woman searches desperately for the secrets to her past - a past thatleft her with extraordinary, but
unnatural, mechanical limbs. Collects LADY MECHANIKA #0-5
Presents the adventures of high school student Lili who uses her magical Star ring to solve a variety of mysteries.
Robotech #8
Lady Mechanika Steampunk Coloring Book
Lady Mechanika
Incarnations
Lady Mechanika TP Vol 03

The bestselling author of Pledged returns with a groundbreaking look at the pressure to achieve faced by America's teens In Pledged, Alexandra Robbins followed four college girls to produce a riveting narrative that read like fiction. Now, in The Overachievers, Robbins uses the same captivating style to explore how our high-stakes educational culture has spiraled out of control. During the year of her
ten-year reunion, Robbins goes back to her high school, where she follows heart-tuggingly likeable students including "AP" Frank, who grapples with horrifying parental pressure to succeed; Audrey, whose panicked perfectionism overshadows her life; Sam, who worries his years of overachieving will be wasted if he doesn't attend a name-brand college; Taylor, whose ambition threatens her popular girl
status; and The Stealth Overachiever, a mystery junior who flies under the radar. Robbins tackles teen issues such as intense stress, the student and teacher cheating epidemic, sports rage, parental guilt, the black market for study drugs, and a college admissions process so cutthroat that students are driven to suicide and depression because of a B. With a compelling mix of fast-paced narrative and
fascinating investigative journalism, The Overachievers aims both to calm the admissions frenzy and to expose its escalating dangers.
Garrett, a human detective, tries to track down the heir to a fortune in silver in a world of gnomes, centaurs, and vampires
Amongst a frightening menagerie of monstrous-looking creatures, a young Lady Mechanika meets a seemingly bright light in the dark halls of the Ministry of HealthÉMiss Katherine Winter.
Bruce Lee never died. And he hasn't aged. But he has no idea who he is, what's happened in the world in the past 40+ years, or why so many "thugs" want a piece of him. With the help of a fly BFF from the '70s - Joe Toomey, P.I. -- and a pair of precocious Teens, Bruce will find himself forced to do battle with both an enigmatic Villain and his very own conscience.
Tablet of Destinies
Lady Mechanika 1
A History of India in 50 Lives
Lantern City #1
Zodiac P.I. Volume 1
Sometimes the friend you've always needed is the sister you've always had. Throughout the years, sisters Gracie and Juliette Bennett have let life's changes pull them in opposite directions. But when their beloved grandmother Mimi passes away, they're drawn back together in the most unexpected way. Set to inherit the family home, a charming Craftsman with an overgrown garden and lush fruit trees near the beach in Santa
Barbara, the estranged sisters learn there's a catch: the house can be theirs, but only if they agree to live in it for one year--together. Suddenly Gracie, a pragmatic paralegal who's always stayed close to home, and Juliette, an intrepid recent NYU grad in search of the next thrill, are living under one roof. Forced to reexamine their relationship, they find themselves confronting their pasts and bonding over love, heartbreak, and
deeply held secrets. Soon they'll discover whether a sister's love is what they need to get them through their darkest hours--and if their grandmother's clever plan can preserve more than just a piece of family history. It just might preserve the friendship of a lifetime...and reveal the sisters and women they were always meant to be. Revised edition: This edition of A Sister's Place includes editorial revisions.
MAGDALENA
For all of India s myths, stories and moral epics, Indian history remains a curiously unpeopled place. In Incarnations, Sunil Khilnani fills that space, recapturing the human dimension of how the world s largest democracy came to be. His trenchant portraits of emperors, warriors, philosophers, film stars and corporate titans̶some famous, some unjustly forgotten̶bring feeling, wry humour and uncommon insight to
dilemmas that extend from ancient times to our own.
CEMETERY GIRL: THE PRETENDERS Charlaine Harris, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Sookie Stackhouse novels and the Harper Connelly Mysteries, and New York Times bestselling author Christopher Golden present an original graphic novel illustrated by acclaimed comic book artist Don Kramer̶first in a brand-new trilogy. She calls herself Calexa Rose Dunhill̶names taken from the grim surroundings
where she awoke, bruised and bloody, with no memory of who she is, how she got there, or who left her for dead. She has made the cemetery her home, living in a crypt and avoiding human contact. But Calexa can t hide from the dead̶and because she can see spirits, they can t hide from her. Then one night, Calexa spies a group of teenagers vandalizing a grave̶and watches in horror as they commit murder. As the
victim s spirit rises from her body, it flows into Calexa, overwhelming her mind with visions and memories not her own. Now Calexa must make a decision: continue to hide to protect herself̶or come forward to bring justice to the sad spirit who has reached out to her for help...
Lady Mechanika Vol. 3
Lady Mechanika, Vol. 5: Clockwork Assassin
The Lost Boys of West Abbey
The Goliath Bone
Free Comic Book Day 2019 (General)

Rori Lane is trying to start a new life when she reunites with her mother in Japan, but ancient creatures lurking in the shadows of Tokyo sense something hidden deep within her, threatening everything she holds dear. Can she unlock the secrets of her power before it's too late? Jim Zub (Conan-Red Sonja) and Steve
Cummings (Deadshot) create a supernatural spectacle that combines the camaraderie and emotion of shows like Buffy with Japan's engaging culture and mythic monsters.
"She wanted an adventure. She never imagined it would go this far. It begins with a reality TV show. Twelve contestants are sent into the woods to face challenges that will test the limits of their endurance. While they are out there, something terrible happens--but how widespread is the destruction, and has it occurred
naturally or is it man-made? Cut off from society, the contestants know nothing of it. When one of them--a young woman the show's producers call Zoo--stumbles across the devastation, she can imagine only that it is part of the game"--Provided by publisher.
The second volume of the Lady Mechanika: SteampunkColoring Book series features clockwork birds, steampunk jetpacks, and ourbeautiful Victorian heroine decked in fantastic outfits ranging from winterfurs, to desert robes, to African tribal gear. This adult coloring book contains40 intricate black-and-white
illustrations from the graphic novel LadyMechanika: The Tablet of Destinies.
Dark Horse is thrilled to announce tales from two diverse worlds in our FCBD Gold Offering featuring Netflix's Stranger Things and a spooky trip into Jeff Lemire and Dean Ormston's Eisner Award-winning series Black Hammer with a cover by Chun Lo. In Stranger Things, writer Jody Houser and artist Ibrahim Moustafa
bring the adventuring party back together after Eleven's disappearance, as Nancy and Steve find a way to lift the spirits of a despondent Mike. Perhaps all it takes is a roll of the dice. Then, in the world of the Eisner Award-winning Black Hammer series creator Jeff Lemire, guest writer Ray Fawkes, and artist David
Rub’n, take the reader on an EC-style tour through Madame Dragonfly's mysterious Cabin of Horrors to witness two groups of brand-new Black Hammer heroes from the past! Learn more at FreeComicBookDay.com.
A Sister's Place
Bruce Lee: the Dragon Rises
Strangelands
Mystery of the Mechanical Corpse
Cemetery Girl: Book One
Sander Jorve just wants to keep his wife and son safe. Living in the brutalized lower class of Lantern City means living in near constant darkness, the enormous walls of the city always looming overhead, while the upper class enjoys the elevated, interconnected towers and airships above. When Sander's brother-in-law, the persuasive activist Kendal, convinces him to
infiltrate the brutal ranks of the Guard, he's set on a dangerous path that will test his abilities and beliefs, all in the name of making a difference for his family and his caste.
Imagine a sexually transmitted disease that makes those infected better looking... a disease people want. That disease is real, and itÍs called the Beauty. Two years after the Beauty burst onto the scene, over half of America is infected. Now, it looks like the downside may be far worse than anyone suspected. Detectives Vaughn and Foster find themselves on the front
line of the battle against the Beauty, embroiled in a conspiracy they never knew existed. Collects THE BEAUTY #1-6.
Lady Mechanika’s investigation into the murders of “undesirable” children in Mechanika City triggers an unexpected reaction from her subconscious self. Could the killer somehow be connected to Lady Mechanika’s mysterious past? A great entry point for new readers into this imaginative steampunk series! Collects LADY MECHANIKA: THE LOST BOYS OF WEST
ABBEY #1-2
When a series of brutal murders linked to Mr. Lewis' past leads Detective Inspector Singh to Lady Mechanika's doorstep, the Inspector is finally forced to consider: is Lady Mechanika a crime-fighting hero or a cold blooded killer? 2017 Diamond Gem Award Nominee for Comic Book of the Year $3.99 or Under (Lady Mechanika: Clockwork Assassin #1).
Wayward
A Novel
Cemetery Beach
The Mastery of the Mechanical Corpse
The Overachievers
After an attack by an alien race – the Zentraedi – Earth’s Super-Dimension Fortress was forced to space-fold away, taking a chunk of Macross City with them. The SDF-1 is now in the midst of a long journey back to Earth. The humans foiled a more recent attack by the arrogant Zentraedi Commander Khyron, but Breetai is hatching a new plan to infiltrate the SDF-1… In the meantime, Claudia is
investigating how Captain Gloval died, and on Minmei’s birthday, Rick closes in for a kiss… p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px}
After a young friend shows up unexpectedly on her doorstep, Lady Mechanika finds herself on a globe-spanning trek filled with alchemy mysteries, secret societies, and scientific curiosities, while opposing forces race in search of the Tablet of Destinies, an ancient Sumerian artifact reputed to hold the knowledge of the Gods and the secrets of the Universe. Collects all 6 issues of the second Lady
Mechanika mini-series, The Tablet of Destinies.
A newly remastered edition of the steampunk adventure series’ first volume, featuring a revised script and updated lettering. In a Victorian world filled with flying dirigibles and clockwork automatons, a young woman searches desperately for the secrets to her past—a past that left her with extraordinary, but unnatural, mechanical limbs. Collects LADY MECHANIKA #0-5
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Lady Mechanika's investigation into the murders of"undesirable" children in Mechanika City triggers an unexpected reaction fromher subconscious self. But are they truly lost memories finally surfacing afterso many years, or just simple nightmares? And what connection does the killerhave to Lady Mechanika's past? Collects the complete third Lady Mechanikamini-series, The Lost Boys of West
Abbey, including extra pages which were notpublished in the original comic books.
Lady Mechanika Volume 2
The Pretenders
After the Dragons
The Mystery of the Mechanical Corpse. Volume 1
The Last One
A boy with synesthesia—a condition that causes him to see colors when he hears sounds—tries to uncover what happened to his beautiful new neighbor—and if he was ultimately responsible in this “compelling and emotionally charged mystery that warrants comparisons to Mark Haddon’s The Curious
Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time” (Library Journal). In this highly original “fantastic debut” (Publishers Weekly, starred review), thirteen-year-old Jasper Wishart lives in a world of dazzling color that no one else can see, least of all his dad. Words, numbers, days of the week,
people’s voices—everything has its own unique shade. But recently Jasper has been haunted by a color he doesn’t like or understand: the color of murder. Convinced he’s done something terrible to his neighbor, Bee Larkham, Jasper revisits the events of the last few months to paint the story of
their relationship from the very beginning. As he struggles to untangle the knot of untrustworthy memories and colors that will lead him to the truth, it seems that there’s someone else out there determined to stop him—at any cost. Full of page-turning suspense and heart-wrenching poignancy—as
well as plenty of humor—The Color of Bee Larkham’s Murder is “completely original and impossible to predict” (Benjamin Ludwig, author of Ginny Moon) with a unique hero who will stay with you long after you turn the last page.
Two strangers find themselves inextricably tied together by inexplicable superpowers. Fighting their connection could mean destroying the world.
After preventing the violent robbery of two college sweethearts who stumbled onto a priceless archaeological find, P.I. Mike Hammer takes on Islamic terrorists and Israeli extremists out to seize the relic for their own purposes.
In a Victorian asylum full of grotesque inmates, sadistic guards, and a fanatical doctor, a young lady wakes to find her arms and legs have been replaced with mechanical limbs. But who among this gruesome menagerie is the true monster of the Ministry of Hell? The origins of the notorious
adventuress known as Lady Mechanika!
Sweet Silver Blues
Blood Divine
Lady Mechanika: La Dama de la Muerte
The Sculptor
The Doubtful Guest
A professional pathfinder breaks out of a torture cell in pursuit of his worst extraction scenario ever: escaping on foot across a sprawling and secret off-world colony established a hundred years ago and filled with generations of lunatics. His only ally? A disaffected young murderess. From WARREN ELLIS and JASON HOWARD, the creators of the critically acclaimed TREES, which is currently
being adapted for television. Collects CEMETERY BEACH #1-7
He was trained from birth to inherit a mythical power. She is the timid teenage girl to whom it was bestowed instead. Together only they can stop an ancient evil from rising and enslaving all humankind. An epic urban fantasy from the creator of Lady Mechanika! Collects all 6 issues of the -Redux- edition of Wraithborn.
The Magdalena
The Beauty Vol. 1
LADY MECHANIKA: THE MONSTER OF THE MINISTRY OF HELL #1 (OF 4)
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